Suttner tank cleaner

ST-82 h16/40 self rotating tank cleaner

- Inlet: 1/2" F
- Pressure: 40 - 160 bar
- Flow: 20 - 50 l/min
- Temperature: 0 - 90 °C
- Turns: 29 - 36 r.p.m
- Coverage 244°
- Weight: 3.6 kg
- 3 nozzles needed 1/8" M NPT
- Other versions on request 20-50 l/min

ST-82 h16/120 self rotating tank cleaner

- Inlet: 3/4" F
- Pressure: 30 - 160 bar
- Flow: 20 - 120 l/min
- Temperature: 0 - 90 °C
- Turns: 10 - 16 r.p.m
- Coverage 360°
- Weight: 5.9 kg
- 2 nozzles and 2 caps needed, max. 4 nozzles 1/4 " M NPT

You can find application videos and other versions in our online shop.

Please specify pressure & flow rate with your order. The tank cleaner are individually assembled to your needs.

* with protection cage